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Author Bio 

Long Bio:  

Alicia Emamdee is the creator of For She Is Beautiful, LLC, a website dedicated to empowering, 

motivating and inspiring women, teen girls and girls of all ages. The website provides blog posts 

and information on building your self-esteem, staying positive and believing in yourself. Alicia 

has a B.S. in Psychology and an M.S. in Mental Health Counseling and has eight years 

experience working with children and adolescents. As a Registered Mental Health Counselor 

Intern, she worked as a Child and Family Therapist at a mental health agency in South Florida. 

Due to an illness called fibromyalgia, however, she was forced to stop working.  

Her dream has always been to be of service to others and not being able to work in her field of 

choice was devastating. After many years of dealing with such a debilitating illness, and after 

several attempts at part-time work as a business owner outside of her field, Alicia is finally living 

out her dream of writing inspirational and motivational books.   

In her first young adult novel “Aloha Self-Esteem?” Alicia, who suffered with low self-esteem as 

a teen and as a woman in her 20s and early 30s, provides ways for teen girls to help improve 

self-esteem and gain self-confidence. She is currently working on her second book in the self-

esteem series for women in their 30s and 40s. Alicia is available for speaking engagements, 

interviews and appearances. 

In her own words:   



“My goal is to help empower women, teen girls and girls of younger ages to learn to love, 

respect and accept themselves for who they are despite the pressures society places on women 

and teenage girls to look perfect. The rigid beauty standards of our society are beyond anyone’s 

reach and can make anyone feel insecure! But as long as you have high self-esteem, as long as 

you value yourself and know your worth, once you become self-confident and believe in yourself, 

know that there are no limits to what you can achieve. Find the beautiful within you. All you 

have to do is believe!" 

 

Short Bio:  

Alicia Emamdee is the creator of For She Is Beautiful, LLC, a website dedicated to empowering 

and inspiring women, teen girls and girls of all ages. It provides information on building self-

esteem, staying positive and believing in yourself. Alicia has an M.S. in Mental Health 

Counseling and has eight years experience working with children and adolescents. As a 

Registered Mental Health Counselor Intern, she worked as a Child and Family Therapist at a 

mental health agency in South Florida. Due to an illness called fibromyalgia, however, she was 

forced to stop working in the counseling field but is finally living out her dream of writing 

inspirational and motivational books with her first young adult novel on self-esteem for teen 

girls, “Aloha Self-Esteem?” She is currently working on her second book in the self-esteem 

series for women in their 30s and 40s.  

           

2 Line Bio (less than 140 characters): Alicia Emamdee is the author of the YA romance/self-

help novel Aloha Self-Esteem? that provides ways for teen girls to improve self-esteem. 
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To request high res photo(s), please contact Alicia at ForSheIsBeautiful@gmail.com.  

  

Contact Information 

Alicia Emamdee  

Phone: (954) 399-2553 

Email: ForSheIsBeautiful@gmail.com 

Social Media: 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ForSheIsBeautiful 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/4SheIsBeautiful  
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Instagram: http://instagram.com/forsheisbeautiful 

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/pub/alicia-emamdee/14/4a9/431 

Amazon Author Page: http://amzn.to/1nxGgSY  

Goodreads Author Page: https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/8063532.Alicia_Emamdee 

Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/4sheisbeautiful/ 

 

Book Information  

 

 

Title: Aloha Self-Esteem? 

Author: Alicia Emamdee 

Publisher: For She Is Beautiful, LLC 

Date of Publication: March 11, 2014 

ISBN-13: 978-1495247903   

ISBN-10: 1495247902 

Pages: 258  

 

 

Sales Copy: 

-Long form copy for newsletters, email campaigns, blogs, etc: 

In a society which places too much emphasis one’s appearance “Aloha Self-Esteem?” is created 

specifically for teen girls and the challenges they face with regards to their self-esteem in our 

society today. Innovative in its presentation, this inspirational book provides ways to help 

increase self-esteem and gain self-confidence. 

  

Unlike most self-help books, “Aloha Self-Esteem?” is written as a fictional love story and is 

designed so that teen girls are able to relate to the main character, Jennifer Gonzalez, as she 

maneuvers her way through the ups and downs of improving her self-esteem while 

simultaneously attempting to conjure up enough courage to interact with her big time guy crush. 

The novel is also interactive. As Jennifer discovers the different ways in which she can increase 

her self-esteem, she encourages the reader to do the same by participating in each activity as she 

engages in them as well. 

 

http://instagram.com/forsheisbeautiful
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/alicia-emamdee/14/4a9/431
http://amzn.to/1nxGgSY
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Topics discussed in the book include: 

1. Causes of low self-esteem: 

a. The sexualization of women in the media 

b. Photoshopping 

c. The Perpetuation of perfection in terms of appearance in our society today 

2. Plastic surgery and cosmetic procedures, such as fillers and injections 

3. Excessive dieting and exercising, eating disorders 

4. Ways and activities to help improve self-esteem, including but not limited to: 

a. Creating a list of affirmations 

b. Cognitive restructuring of negative thoughts 

c. Surrounding yourself with confident and positive people 

d. Engaging in extracurricular activities such as volunteering, sports, etc. 

e. Learning to be assertive 

f. Respecting your body and treating it well 

g. Learning that no one is perfect and that it is okay to make mistakes 

h. Relaxation techniques to help de-stress 

5. Beauty standards around the world 

6. Social media  

7. Sex: Learning to feel comfortable in any given situation while respecting yourself to 

make the decision that is right for you 

8. Alcohol: the effects of alcohol on behavior 

9. Relationships: friendships and love 

 

Told from Jen's point of view, this charming and quirky story of self-esteem, self-confidence, 

self-discovery, friendship and love will leave the reader feeling empowered, motivated and 

inspired. 

  

-Short form copy for blurbs: 

“Aloha Self-Esteem?” a novel created specifically for teen girls, provides ways to help increase 

self-esteem and gain self-confidence. The book, which is written as a love story, is designed so 

that teen girls can relate to the main character, Jennifer Gonzalez, as she maneuvers her way 

through the ups and downs of improving her self-esteem while simultaneously attempting to gain 

enough courage to interact with her guy crush. As Jen discovers ways to increase her self-

esteem, she encourages the reader to do the same by participating in each activity as she engages 

in them as well. Told from her point of view, this charming love story on self-confidence, self-

discovery and friendship will leave the reader feeling empowered, motivated and inspired. 

 

 

Where to Buy Links:  

Amazon: http://amzn.to/1he4iu7 

Kindle Edition: http://amzn.to/1he4iu7 

For She Is Beautiful, LLC Website: http://www.forsheisbeautiful.com/#!books/ca4p 
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Book Synopsis 

Short synopsis: 

 

Jen, a shy and quiet girl of almost 16, is deathly afraid to talk to boys her age and only feels 

comfortable enough to be her true self around her small circle of friends. Despite the pressures 

society places on women and teenage girls to look perfect, Jen navigates her way through the ups 

and downs of attempting to improve her self-esteem, but she experiences many bumps along the 

way. Can she improve her grades enough to be allowed to visit her cousin in Hawaii? Will she 

overcome her shyness and gain self-confidence? What about the guy she has a huge crush on? 

Will she ever be confident enough to talk to him? Will she ever fall in love? Discover what 

happens as she tries to empower, motivate and inspire herself to become the young woman she 

has always wanted to be.  

  

 

Long Synopsis: 

 

Jennifer Gonzalez, a shy and quiet girl of almost 16, desperately wants to visit her cousin, Sara, 

in Hawaii for the summer. The only way her Mom will allow her to go is if she improves her 

grades. Her worst subject is Psychology and the topic for her term paper, which counts for half 

of her grade, is due in only a few days, and having no idea what to base her paper on, Jen falls 

into a deep state of complete and utter panic. 

 

It’s not until she hears her little sister talking about being too fat that she comes up with the 

brilliant idea to write her paper on self-esteem and ways to improve it. As Jen delves into her 

research, she discovers why so many teen girls suffer with low self-esteem and finds techniques 

to help increase it. Despite the pressures society places on women and teenage girls to look 

perfect, Jen realizes that she needs a boost of self-esteem as well, and takes us on her own 

journey of self-confidence and self-discovery. 

 

Experiencing many obstacles along the way, Jen keeps bumping into her guy crush but is 

extremely shy and hesitant to attempt any kind of interaction with him. Her hopes of ever falling 

in love fall to the wayside as she struggles with her insecurities. Will Jen improve her grades 

enough to be allowed to visit her cousin in Hawaii? Will she overcome her shyness and gain self-

confidence? What about her guy crush? Will she ever be confident enough to talk to him? Will 

she ever fall in love? 

 

The reader gets a personal look at Jen and her best friends as they attempt to step outside of their 

comfort zones and discover the tools for gaining high self-esteem. Original in its presentation, 

this charming and quirky story of self-confidence, self-discovery, friendship and love will leave 

the reader feeling empowered, inspired and motivated. 

  

Sample Chapter 



CHAPTER 9-BELLY DANCING   

Let the jingling commence! Jasmeen put on the music and started showing the class the 

choreographed number she wanted us to learn. I absolutely loved the Middle Eastern music. I’d 

heard it before in movies and the like, but now, listening to it play and watching Jasmeen dance, I 

truly felt like I was in a different world.   

I began to panic yet again. I had no idea how I would ever be able to move like that, so fluid 

and graceful. Jasmeen made doing all those undulations and movements of the hands, tummy and 

arms looks so easy, and the more I watched her, the more I wanted to learn.   

“Damn!” I thought to myself. “That means I actually have to TRY to make those moves and 

will have to attempt to do of all this in the front of the class! I will look like a total idiot!” Taking 

deep breaths in and out, I tried to calm down and psych myself up. “Okay, I will not let my anxiety 

take over. I don’t care if people are watching me. I CAN do this!” 

Jasmeen started to break down the dance moves step by step for everyone to follow. Taking 

a look at myself in the mirror, I tried to follow along. Feeling self-conscious, I tried not to focus on 

the other people in the class, and even though I felt a little stiff and awkward, I realized that I was 

actually dancing! In front of other people? And enjoying it too? Without letting anything get to me? 

This was progress, People. I took a giant leap outside of my comfort zone and danced my ass off! 

I saw that no one was paying any attention to what I was doing just like Ariana had said. 

Everyone was too busy trying to get the dance moves down for themselves to take notice of anyone 

else. They also looked like they were absolutely enjoying themselves and didn’t care what they 

looked like doing it either! That surprised me more than anything else...that people could let go and 

be so free to express themselves like that.  

Jasmeen was a great dance instructor. If she saw someone struggling with one of the moves, 

she would break it down just for them until they got it. She was so encouraging and inspiring and 

made everyone feel at ease. I was grateful for that, and I think everyone else was too.  

Looking at all these women of all shapes, sizes and ages totally letting go of all their 

inhibitions, motivated me even more to just enjoy myself...to just enjoy being me...to just enjoy 

BEING. I was actually starting to feel more comfortable within my own body! What? Was that even 

possible? Uh yah, People, it was! Miss Jennifer Maria Gabriela Gonzalez was well on her way to 

becoming a self-confident young woman! 

Whenever Jasmeen saw someone slacking off or talking at any point during the class, she 

would say something that went sort of like this: “Ladies, I want you to feel the music, to feel the 

movements, to become one with the dance. Belly dance is more than just an art form. It is a 

celebration of being strong, of being confident, of being radiant! For you are WOMAN, the essence 

of beauty and all that is loving, nurturing, and kind! This is a celebration of the beauty within you!” 

Sounds a little kooky right? And as a reader, you’re like, “Yeah right!” But I really took those 

words to heart, and for a few seconds, be it only a few, forgetting about everything else, I closed my 

eyes and started to feel like...a beautiful woman! 

And then, just like that, the feeling was gone. Well not entirely, but repressed deep down 

inside. I opened my eyes, and blushing once again, transformed into...da da dahhhh...Super Self 



Conscious Girl to The Extreme! Er...not coming to a theater near you since I didn’t like being in the 

spotlight at all. Sound Effects Guy was totally disappointed.   

Little did Super Self Conscious Girl know that at the end of each class, the ladies formed a 

circle, and taking turns one by one, entered the middle to do a freestyle dance of their own! I’ll get 

back to that in a second.   

Once again, I took a quick look around and realized that no one had any clue that I had 

gotten so into the “belly dance experience,” except for Jasmeen, who gave me a quick wink as she 

continued with her instruction. Of course, not to disappoint you, The Reader, I turned red with 

embarrassment.    

I glanced over at Ariana and Mel, who seemed to be enjoying it too. Even though Mel didn’t 

have much rhythm and was struggling to do the moves, she still had a smile on her face. She looked 

absolutely beautiful too! Ariana, on the other hand, danced like a pro, almost as well as her aunt, and 

boy did she look...what’s the word I’m looking for...LUMINOUS! “I guess those dancing genes 

must run in the family. God, I wish I could dance like that!” I thought to myself.   

Okay time to fast forward to the end of class...Super Self Conscious Girl to The Extreme 

meets her arch-nemesis (cue evil music Sound Effects Guy...dan dan DAHHHHH!!): The Dance 

Circle! 

THE DANCE CIRCLE: This is the part of the class that everyone looks forward to...except 

for the newbies. Being forced to dance in the circle of women who are belly dance veterans is not 

the most appealing thing to do if you are the new girl. So that being said, could you imagine my 

anxiety about having to do just that? Jasmeen called everyone together to form the circle. And, one 

by one, each person entered into the middle to do their free style as the rest of the group applauded 

and cheered them on.   

As soon as I realized that I was supposed to do the same with all eyes on me, I forgot my 

Self-Esteem Mission and started to freak out: “OMG! Seriously? I REFUSE to do it! I’ll make a fool 

of myself! I’ll-I’ll look like an idiot! Why is this happening to ME?!”    

Slowly, but surely, my turn was coming up as women and girls took their chance to express 

their “inner beauty,” as Jasmeen put it. Panicking beyond belief, the closer it got to my turn, the 

faster my heart beat. My legs began to shake and my palms got sweaty. I felt flushed as if I was 

about to pass out...Oh god...Up next was Ariana, and then Mel, and then...ME!!! 

Hardly able to keep it together, I looked at Ariana as she entered into the center of the circle. 

She was in her element! Almost as good as her Aunt, Ari was actually doing the choreography that 

Jasmeen had just taught us! And she remembered every single step, turn, undulation, and foot 

movement too. Belly dance came so naturally to her. 

I glanced over at Mel, who was all smiles, clapping and cheering Ariana on just like everyone 

else. It didn’t seem to bother her that she had to go next! “How come she’s not scared out of her 

mind like I am?” I thought in amazement.   

High fiving Ariana as she went into the middle, Mel, with a huge smile on her face, tried her 

best to recreate the belly dance moves we learned in class. Although she wasn’t able to get the dance 

steps quite right, Mel looked as if she didn’t have a care in the world. She was having a ball! 



“God, I wish I was more like Mel sometimes!” I thought to myself. “Oh no! It’s my turn! I 

am so going to suck! I don’t want to do this!” But somewhere from deep within, I heard a voice say, 

“Stop the negative talk! If Mel and Ari can do it, so can you! Get your butt out there and dance 

baby!”  

So I did. I felt shy and awkward but did try to do some of belly dance moves too. I didn’t, 

however, stay out there with all eyes on me for long and smiled timidly as I headed back to my 

space. On the inside though, I was all lit up! I was so happy that I did it. And progress was made yet 

again, People! 

After the last person entered the circle and did her “thang,” the ladies, catching Mel, Ariana 

and me off guard and making us jump once again, did one last, loud ULULATION! Concluding 

class, Jasmeen said, “Thank you so much, ladies for such a wonderful class! Have a good night 

everybody! See you all on Monday!” 

Feeling elated, the three of us excitedly chatted about class. “This was so much fun! Thanks, 

Ari, for suggesting it!” exclaimed Mel. 

“Yeah Ari,” I said. “I have to admit, I had a really good time.”  

“Aw, you’re welcome guys. I knew you would have fun! Oh and Jen, you should be proud of 

yourself!” 

“What for?” 

“For going in the middle and dancing. You were pretty good actually. I didn’t know you had 

it in you to move like that!” Mel said giggling while spinning around, trying her best to do an 

undulation. 

“Me-el!! Shut up!” I said all embarrassed. I rolled my eyes at her. “Ariana, you surprised me! 

You’re amazing to watch! It’s like you’ve been dancing like that for years!” 

“Thanks. You really think so?” 

“Yeah Ari,” said Mel. “I didn’t know you were such a great dancer!” 

“Yeah, you were flawless!” I declared. “Gosh, I wish I could dance like you!” 

“And your Aunt, she’s so pretty and such an amazing dancer!” said Mel. “And her hair...my 

god...it’s so beautiful! I wish I had hair like hers!” 

Overhearing our conversation, Jasmeen said, “Ladies, don’t ever compare yourself to anyone 

else. Everyone is different, and it’s our differences that make us all unique and beautiful!” 

An older woman, who was standing close by said, “You got that right! The only person you 

should ever compare yourself to is you! Trust me on that one, girls.”   

Walking away before we could reply, I nodded my head and said, “You know, that’s so true. 

It seems like we’re always comparing ourselves to other girls...or models...or movie stars. Jasmeen, 

you ARE right. It makes no sense for us to do that.” 

“Yup, cuz there’s no one like me out there, and come to think of it, I don’t want to be like 

anyone else either!” responded Mel. 

“God! Every time I compare myself to someone else I just torture myself! But...but how can 

I expect to look or act like anyone else other than me?” said Ariana. 

Jasmeen replied, “I could not have said that any better, my dear.” 



The studio was beginning to clear out, and Jasmeen excused herself because she needed to 

talk to one of her students. “I’m happy you enjoyed the class, girls! See you on Monday?” 

“Definitely!”...“Yeah!”...“Oh for sure!” were our responses. 

We headed back to the table to return the belly dance clothing we had borrowed. Even 

though I was totally reluctant at first to wear the items, I asked Ariana if her Aunt sold any of the 

pieces she had lent us. I couldn’t see myself dancing without wearing my belly dance ensemble. My, 

how quickly things can change! 

“Oh yeah, every Monday she brings the gypsy skirts and scarves to sell during class. Good 

prices too and I know she’ll give you a huge discount because of...moi!” She placed her scarf on the 

table and said, “You know, for years my Mom has been trying to get me to take the class but, I don’t 

know, I guess I wasn’t sure if I would enjoy it and Jen, to be honest, I was kind of embarrassed too. 

I mean, I didn’t want to dance in front of other people either.” 

“Uh...Hello! Weren’t you the one who told me not to worry about it?” 

“I know, but I didn’t want to do it alone so I had to convince you guys somehow! Besides, 

it’s only when Diana said at the meeting to step out of your comfort zone and try something new 

did I think about taking the class.” 

“Along with your two best friends!” Mel said. “What would you have done if we said no, 

huh? Hmm? Huh?” 

Ariana giggled. “I don’t know...I would have done it alone I guess...only after I tried 

blackmailing you! I have way too much juicy information on you two!” she said jokingly. 

That weekend I had a ton of homework to complete before Monday, so most of Saturday 

and part of Sunday were devoted to my school work. I only took time off on Saturday evening to go 

the movies with Mel. Ariana backed out at the last minute. By the end of the weekend, I had 

finished all of my homework and was almost halfway through writing my term paper.  

On Monday, Psychology class was devoted entirely to doing research on our papers. Off to 

the library we went. As you all know, as Miss I Am Way Too Nervous To Present My Paper, aka 

Miss I Am Dying To Go To Hawaii In The Summer So I Have To Make Sure I Get a Good Grade 

On My Paper, I decided to dedicate my time to looking up information on how to make a slideshow 

presentation with my tablet pc. Entering the computer room, I sat down next to the closest 

computer, too focused to notice Mr. Man of My Dreams, aka Justin the Hottie, sitting at the front of 

the room.   

After doing research for what seemed like forever, and being absolutely and completely 

confused, I took a little break to stretch my muscles. Just as I let out a huge yawn, I looked up and 

saw Justin staring at me. Being the confident woman that I was...er...NOT...I quickly looked down 

pretending to be too busy to notice. Did I mention I was red in the face with total embarrassment?   

“God! I can’t believe I just did that! I am such a coward! Pretending that I didn’t see him? 

Great move, Jennifer! What do I do now? Dammit, what do I do? I HATE this!”   

Attempting to calm myself down, I thought, “Okay wait! I am not going to be that girl 

anymore! What am I assertions again? Shoot, Jen, think!”  



Out of the deepest, darkest corners of my memory, they all came back to me in a single 

instant: 

-I am beautiful inside and outside. 

-I can do anything I set my mind to doing. 

-I love being me.  

-I am confident in myself and my abilities. 

-I am sociable, outgoing and friendly even with people I don’t know personally. 

 I repeated them to myself a couple of times, and feeling confident enough to look up and 

see Justin still looking at me, I took a deep breath in, and with the most courage I’ve ever had, 

conjured up enough energy to give him the teeniest, tiniest smile and the teeniest, tiniest wave.  

Feeling oh so good about myself, I said under my breath, “There, I did it!” Baby steps, 

People. It takes baby steps! Even the littlest step can help you make that giant leap forward!  :) 

Not expecting a big reaction or, let’s face it, any reaction at all (Miss Jennifer Maria Gabriela 

Gonzalez still had a ways to go with that confidence in herself thing), I was totally surprised to see 

Justin get out of his seat and walk my way. “Remain, calm, Jen. Remain calm. Remember, you are all 

that your assertions say that you are!” I was a nervous wreck! “Oh god, here he comes.”  
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SELF-ESTEEM SOURCES 

  

Target Audience 

Teen girls between the ages of 13 and 18, parents of girls in their teens, professionals in the 

mental health, health and wellness and education fields. 

 

Promotion Information 

Interview Resources: 

-Interview Topics:    

 A Different Approach to Help Teen Girls Gain High Self-Esteem: 

What makes the self-help book “Aloha Self-Esteem?” different from other self-help 

books? It’s written as a fictional love story. Created specifically for teen girls, the novel 

provides ways to help increase self-esteem and gain self-confidence. Despite the 

pressures society places on women and teenage girls to look perfect, Jennifer Gonzalez, 

the main character in the novel, navigates her way through the ups and downs of gaining 

high self-esteem as she comes into her own and tries to find love. But why a love story? 

In our interview, find out why the author, Alicia Emamdee, decided to go the route of a 

young adult romance vs. the traditional, nonfiction self-help avenue. 

 

 Self-Esteem for Teen Girls in Today’s World:  

The rigid and unrealistic beauty standards of today’s world can make teen girls feel 

insecure and unsure of themselves leading some to take drastic measures to live up to 

those standards, including but not limited to, excessive exercise and unhealthy dieting 

and plastic surgery, such as breast augmentation and rhinoplasty, as well as using fillers 

and injections to enhance their looks. These unrealistic standards have also been linked to 

the development of eating disorders and body dysmorphia in teen girls. So how does one 

address such rigid standards of beauty? We take a look at how the novel “Aloha Self-



Esteem?” by Alicia Emamdee confronts such issues by providing ways for teen girls to 

increase their self-esteem and gain self-confidence. 

 

 Effective Tools for Teen Girls to Gain High Self-Esteem: 

As girls get into their teen years, low self-esteem increases as they feel more and more 

pressure to live up to our society's rigid standards of beauty. Alicia Emamdee suffered 

with low self-esteem as a teen girl and as a woman in her 20s and early 30s, but that all 

changed when she decided to improve her self-esteem. With a Bachelor’s Degree in 

Psychology and a Master’s Degree in Mental Health Counseling and over eight years 

experience working with children and adolescents, in her novel “Aloha Self-Esteem?” for 

teen girls, Alicia provides effective ways for gaining high self-esteem and self-confidence 

and discusses many of the tools she utilized to do the same for herself.  

 

-Sample Interview Questions: 

*How do you see yourself as an author? 

*What made you decide to write a book on self-esteem for teen girls? 

*What makes your self-help book from different from others? 

*Why did you write the book as a love story?  

*The story is told from the main character’s point of view. Why did you write the book from a 

15 year old girl’s perspective? 

*The book discusses photoshopping of models, actresses, etc., in magazines and the like. How 

do you think this has influenced the self-esteem of teen girls? 

*The topic of the sexualization of women in the media is touched upon in the book. How do you 

think this has influenced our society? Our views on women? 

*The novel mentions the beauty standards of our society. How have these standards affected the 

self-esteem of teen girls? 

*You discuss different ways to improve self-esteem. Which do you think is the most effective? 

*In the book, why do you change the word “affirmations” to “assertions?” 

*During the group meeting, the therapist mentions the beauty industry. How has this industry 

affected the self-esteem of teen girls? 

*Why do you discuss different beauty standards found throughout the world and throughout 

history? 

*You mention plastic surgery, excessive dieting and exercise, and the idea that they are only 

temporary fixes to feeling better about yourself. Why do you think they are only temporary? 



*As one of the ways to help improve your self-esteem, you talk about taking care of your body. 

Why is that important? 

  

Book Reviews 

“Loved it!”   “Excellent reference book for teen girls.” 

“Great Book!”   “The ideas work.”     

“I highly recommend this book to every parent with teenage 

daughters.” 

Customer Reviews on Amazon.com: 

-“Outstanding Guide. This book is definitely an outstanding guide for middle school 

students. I work with girls in middle school and every day I witness the influence that 

T.V, technology and peer pressure have on them as their hormones go into high gear. The 

book is extremely realistic and easy for young students to read. I was deeply impressed 

with the connection the author made to building self-esteem by serving her community 

and bringing along her friends to be part of the process. I believe this is also a wonderful 

tool for mothers to give advice to their daughters in a non-threatening manner.” –Sandy  

 

-“Satisfaction Guaranteed. This book was written for teenagers but it can also serve 

many an adult with low self-esteem issues. The story engages from beginning to end and 

is full of helpful examples to overcome that plague of self-doubt without being preachy. 

It should be easily received by its target audience - hence the caption - satisfaction 

guaranteed.” –Yeonnie 

- Link to more Amazon reviews: http://amzn.to/1mblcxP 
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Contact: Alicia Emamdee, For She Is Beautiful, LLC 
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Telephone: (954) 399-2553 

Email: ForSheIsBeautiful@gmail.com 

Website: www.ForSheIsBeautiful.com 

Alicia Emamdee Uses a Different Approach With Her Novel 

for Teen Girls on Gaining Self-Esteem, Self-Confidence and 

Finding Love. 
Alicia Emamdee, the creator of For She Is Beautiful, LLC, a website dedicated to empowering and 

motivating women, teen girls and girls of all ages, has written Aloha Self-Esteem? the story of a soon to 

be 16 year old girl, who, despite the pressures placed on women and teen girls to look perfect, attempts to 

gain high self-esteem as she comes into her own and tries to find love. Unlike most self-help books, 

Aloha Self-Esteem? is written as a fictional love story in order to maintain the reader’s interest. Created 

specifically for teen girls, the novel provides ways to help increase self-esteem and self-confidence.   

The book is designed so that teen girls can relate to the main character, 

Jennifer Gonzalez, as she maneuvers her way through the ups and 

downs of improving her self-esteem while simultaneously attempting to 

gain enough courage to interact with her guy crush. As Jen discovers 

ways to boost her self-esteem, she encourages the reader to do the same 

by participating in each activity as she engages in them as well. Told 

from her point of view, the reader follows Jen on her journey of self-

confidence, friendship and love as she tries to empower, motivate and 

inspire herself to become the young woman she has always wanted to 

be. 

Alicia Emamdee has an M.S. in Mental Health Counseling and has 

eight years experience working with children and adolescents. As a 

Registered Mental Health Counselor Intern, she worked as a Child and 

Family Therapist at a mental health agency in South Florida but was 

forced to stop working due to an illness called fibromyalgia. She is 

currently working on her second novel in her self-esteem book series 

for women in their 30s and 40s.  

For additional information about the book, contact Alicia Emamdee at ForSheIsBeautiful@gmail.com. 

Copies of Aloha Self-Esteem? (ISBN-13: 978-1495247903, ISBN-10: 1495247902) are available on 

Amazon.com in paperback and ebook forms. 
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